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Nike this summer vacation planning surrounded by basketball themed "# played tricks" activities, the special feature of the target
concept in Rise is to find the most passionate about basketball, the most eager thirty players gathered in a selection of the members
in addition to each other for the final challenge, qualification, process become a member of the LeBron James and Kobe Bryant for
training. This shoe survey received the invitation to Shanghai, a close look at the young members of # played tricks, how the black
mamba stadium in Shanghai, from the superstar to learn what kind of basketball wisdom. 

at LeBron James in Beijing, Guangzhou, to Hongkong, Taipei, Kaohsiung at the end of July to participate in "Nike played tricks" in
basketball activities of young players after training, Kobe Bryant flew to Shanghai in the early hours of July 31st, launched a five day
training, to the period August 4th, Kobe Bryant will be in the "black mamba (House of Mamba)" in the stadium for the 30 digital
interactive players qualify for special training, his basketball skills and the black mamba spirit to teach them and encourage them to
keep the faith, fear of failure, never give up, to break the limit, play their own tricks. 
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first night 30 young players enjoy the occupation player courtesy, debut in the cheers and lighting effects, Kobe and Bryant together in
the Nike for # play tricks on the design of the special site collective appearance, the audience of artificial intelligence digital
interactive stadium is the first in the world with a high-tech basketball field > LED technology and dynamic sensing applications

Under Armour for its players ready for the MLB all star game of the latest Under Armour Deception DT boots. The back section of the
upper shoe incorporates the latest ClutchFit technology that allows the feet to be comfortable and stable. The outsole design in metal,
rubber and DiamondTips mutual collocation, DiamondTips is a lighter and more rugged studs, can provide players with better grip in
this design. I believe in the United States at 7/15, you can see many players wear this Under Armour Deception DT to attend the All-
Star event. 

source: Counterkicks

with the LeBron James series hot performance, the feet of the 13 shoes color also constantly, the recent exposure to a blue stripe for
upper substrate shoes, but there is still no news of the conceptual design, but the design of the water ink like lines plus sole looks very
lively, but the news this color is currently only used in GS shoes, shoe makers are interested in prospecting not imitation can first
guess this pair of inspiration is what? 

source: @nike_releases_

The 
Nike Free 5.0+, I think the biggest shoe can obviously you evolutionary exploration to see uppers using Dynamic Flywire dynamic fly
line technology, after nearly a year after the test, I think the durability is secure, there have not heard of people in the use of natural hair
breakage phenomenon, and it the main function is to make the "characteristics of the whole line of the play, can provide support in
accordance with the shape of feet and covered in any situation, small actual set into the feeling very well, even a little close, so I think
we should pay special attention to the size of the consideration in the purchase, if the foot wide may be more careful selection of size,
and in the Dynamic Flywire will try to make adjustments, to find the most suitable size, Free outsole bring or familiar Jiaogan, habits
are not wear shoe prospecting Too much to the 5 degree also generally suitable for barefoot range, but if the strength of strong
enough but still want to have the Dynamic Flywire NIKE iD can provide the upper and bottom will replace the 3 version of the service,
Xiao Bian think it is a very good innovation. 
The 
report shooting version samples, with commercially available uppers are different, please see the store is. 

NIKE FREE: 5.0+ read: Barefoot return / 2013 NIKE FREE is more flexible and more breathable 

adidas launches special version of the Freak x Kevlar for veterans day concept. To enhance the explosive power and speed of the



players, the shoes are equipped with 5-Star heel stabilizer and DuPont Kevlar fiber chassis to strengthen the firmness and reduce
the weight. In addition, TechFit boots offer a feel like second layers of skin, while uppers use LockWeb lacing systems to increase
encapsulation. The color and cloth design of the uppers are inspired by uniforms. Adidas Freak x Kevlar will be sold in limited
quantities at Eastbay and adidas.com, priced at $150 yuan. 

source: Counterkicks

Air Jordan 1 Retro OG will be sold at a particular store tomorrow, and some stores will have to sign today. We are responsible for
arranging the distributors who are currently selling their products in Facebook. The actual selling methods, mechanisms and locations
are subject to the announcement of the stores. 
Wuchang 
23 smile sports wise basketball concept store 

source: HIGHSNOBIETY

1996 starring basketball great Michael Jordan, with Bill Murray, NBA Bird, Charles legend Larry Barkley, Patrick Ewing, Tyrone
Bogues, Larry Johnson, Shawn Bradley and Warner cartoon characters of all well-known monster Jones Space Jam, since 2014,
there are rumors of Space Jam 2 in the film 20th anniversary to commemorate the restart shooting plan in 2015, Warner Brothers
and LeBron James owned brokerage firm Spring Hill agreement, the future will be launched in the TV movie comics related
cooperation dubbed Space 2 Jam key shooting, also should determine LeBron James to star in Space Jam 2, now scheduling in
IMDB has also been put on Space Jam 2 the book released on 2017, and directed by crashday series director Justin Lin. In the past,
LeBron's Trainwreck, a comedy film in 2015, had a pretty good performance, and it looks like LeBron will be pretty busy after the
playoffs, and people are starting to look forward to the movie. 

via:IMDB

adidas Consortium adiZero Prime Boost uses simple colors to create a sense of fashion for sneakers. After the development of
Primeknit technology, reflective elements are now added to enable the technology to provide full performance. In addition, the
collocation of Boost shock like adding the finishing touch, for the original charming external internal substance. This adiZero Prime
Boost is limited to only 1267 pairs sold worldwide, and has considerable commemorative value. 

source: sneakerpolitics
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